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Two Things We Need To See For The Markets To Rebound

What drove the positive sentiment early last week?

Third-quarter earnings results are largely meeting or beating expectations

While it is early in the third-quarter earnings season, thus far we have seen several
bellwether companies report revenue and earnings that were above analyst expecta ons.
About 20% of S&P 500 companies have reported third-quarter results, and about 73% have
exceeded earnings forecasts, above the average of 70%. Perhaps a common theme in
earnings season so far has been that U.S. consumers remain resilient, despite looming
economic headwinds. We have seen this theme with big banks like J.P. Morgan, Bank of
America and Goldman Sachs all highligh ng solid consumer spending and low delinquency
rates. In addi on, companies across several consumer end-markets, including Ne lix,
United Airlines, and Procter & Gamble, have all beat earnings and noted resilient household
demand.

However, while earnings in the third quarter ending September 30 may be solid, keep in
mind that higher interest rates tend to impact the real economy with a lag impact. We
would expect that earnings would con nue to so en in the quarters ahead, par cularly
2023 es mates. While we have seen some downward adjustment to 2023 earnings growth
rates, analysts may mark these down more meaningfully as we head toward year-end.
Nonetheless, with equity markets down over 20% this year, some, or most of this
markdown in next year's earnings may be reflected in the indexes already – and markets
may start to look beyond the bottom to a potential rebound ahead.

Markets may have rebounded from oversold conditions

At the end of September and early October, there was also mounting evidence that investor
sen ment had become very low, and markets were perhaps oversold. This showed up in
surveys like the AAII bull-bear sen ment indicator, which reached the most pessimis c
sen ment since 2008. In addi on, the monthly Bank of America Fund Managers survey
indicated that investors were holding the most cash since 2001. This extreme pessimism
tends to be a contrarian indicator for markets and can set up markets for an oversold
bounce, which is perhaps some of what we saw early last week. Nonetheless, while these
rebounds may be temporary, they can at mes mark capitula on in sen ment and pave
the way toward establishing more sustainable rallies.

Figure 1. The AAII bull-bear sen ment ra o fell to extremely pessimis c levels earlier this
month



Source: The S&P 500 is an unmanaged indicator and cannot be invested in directly. Past performance is no

guarantee of future results.

This chart shows the AAII investor sen ment survey and select stock market returns. Stock
market returns are generally posi ve when sen ment is bearish and used as a contrarian
indicator.

What would we need to see for a more sustainable rally?

First and foremost, inflation would need to moderate consistently

Perhaps the key to a sustainable rally, in our view, s ll lies in infla on coming down. Central
banks around the world, including the Federal Reserve, have indicated that they will
con nue raising rates (which can disrupt equity and bond markets) un l they see clear and
consistent evidence of infla on moving lower. Last Thursday's CPI infla on reading was
ho er and more broad-based than expected, providing li le support for a pause in the
Fed's aggressive rate-hiking campaign. However, while CPI infla on remains elevated, we
con nue to see some cooling in the underlying fundamentals of infla on. Measures like
infla on break-even rates, ISM prices-paid surveys, and supply-chain pressure indexes,
among others, are all easing. This provides some support that infla on dynamics may start
to moderate more meaningfully in the months ahead.

This week we also saw housing data that showed considerable weakening. The impact of
higher rates has been most acutely felt in interest-rate-sensi ve parts of the market,
housing perhaps being the biggest among them. Mortgage rates in the U.S. have moved

rapidly higher, now over 7.0% for a 30-year mortgage1. Meanwhile, last week the NAHB
homebuilder sen ment index fell to 46, its lowest since 2020. And mortgage purchase
applica ons also con nued to decline last week, now at the lowest levels since 2015.
Perhaps the silver lining for investors is that over me we would expect this weakness in
housing to show up in lower shelter and rent components of core CPI, which have thus far
remained elevated.

Figure 2. Housing sen ment and demand are weakening as mortgage rates climb in the
U.S.



Source: Bloomberg

This chart highlights the rela onship between homebuilder sen ment and mortgage rates.
As mortgage rates have risen, sentiment has fallen as housing demand softens.

We are also watching for Treasury yields to stabilize

We would also look for U.S. Treasury yields to peak and stabilize as a signal for a more
durable market rally. Lower yields can support equity and bond markets, par cularly the
higher-valua on and longer-dura on parts of the market, as they indicate lower discount
rates and cheaper cost of capital for companies. For example, historically, in the 12 months
after a peak in yields, bond-market returns have been positive by about 16% on average.

(Source: oXYGen & Jones)

Markets For The Week

Earnings Reports For The Week



Snap: Snap beat analysts’ expecta ons on earnings per share but missed on revenue. The
company’s board authorized a stock repurchase program of up to $500 million. Snap said in
late August that it would cut 20% of staff as part of a major restructuring.

American Airlines: American’s revenue rose to a record $13.46 billion in the three months
ended Sept. 30, up 13% from 2019 despite flying nearly 10% less. The airline said it expects
the strength to con nue through the end of the holiday season. American’s fuel bill nearly
doubled from a year ago to more than $3.8 billion, while labor costs rose 12% to $3.4
billion.

Proctor & Gamble: Procter & Gamble topped Wall Street’s es mates for quarterly earnings
and revenue as higher prices helped mi gate rising costs. But the pricing strategy has hurt
demand for its products, leading to shrinking volume for the last two fiscal quarters. P&G
also said it expects the foreign currency to be a bigger drag on its fiscal 2023 results than
previously forecast.

Netflix: Ne lix beat third-quarter expecta ons on the top and bo om lines Tuesday. The
company said it added 2.41 million net subscribers during the quarter, higher than the 1
million it had forecast. Netflix will begin to crack down on password sharing next year.

Adobe: Adobe called for about 9% growth in the upcoming fiscal year, compared with
almost 13% growth in the most recent quarter. But the forecast would have been 4% higher
if it were not for the stronger U.S. dollar, Adobe said. CEO Shantanu Narayen said the
company continues to succeed in the current economy.

News and Notes:

Three Kroger Hacks You Need To Know
 
What areas of food prices are soaring, and will they come down anytime soon?

Food prices are up 13.5% versus one year ago, the largest annual increase since
1979.
FS: Eggs up 39.8%, Flour up 23.3%, Milk 17%, Chicken, 16.6%, Bread 16.2%, and Fruits
and Vegetables 9.4%. 
The reason prices are s ll increasing is in part due to the War in Ukraine (Russia and
Ukraine account for 30% of wheat exports), supply chain issues (Mississippi River),
extreme weather patterns (droughts, hurricanes)

 
How can you become a be er and smarter grocery shopper- where’s the best place to
start?

Shop your own pantry at home and make a list before you go.
Always sign up for the loyalty card and app for your go-to grocery store if you have
one.
Buy fruits and vegetables that are in season.
SALE doesn’t always mean DEAL if you don’t need it.
People are making permanent changes by ea ng less meat, shopping at discount
grocery stores, and planting their own gardens.

 
If the Kroger Albertsons merger happens, are there shopping hacks people should know
about to save money?

Kroger o en has $10 for $10 sales, but you don’t have to purchase 10 items to get
the deal. Each item will scan at $1.
Kroger has three or four private-label brands. If you try one of their products and
don’t like it, you can exchange the unused por on for the equivalent na onal brand



(need a receipt).
Next me you shop at Kroger, par cipate in the quick customer sa sfac on for a
chance to win $5k. You’ll get 50 bonus fuel points just for participating.
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